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The bandwidth requirement of an end-to-end request between the source and destina-

tion nodes varies dynamically with time (denoted as time-varying traffic). For serving time-

varying traffic on an elastic optical network (EON), the frequency spectrum allocated for

the request can be expanded or contracted to meet the bandwidth requirement. Multipath

routing can reduce the blocking probability of requests for EONs, but the delay-variation

between these lightpaths should be considered when establishes these lightpaths. In this pa-

per, the Delay-Variation Constrained Spectrum Expansion and Contraction Problem (DVC-

SECP) for multipath routing on EONs is studied with time-varying traffic. The expansion/-

contraction algorithms and several path-selecting policies (PSPs) are proposed to solve this

problem. Simulations show that the proposed algorithms can achieve good results.

Keywords: spectrum expansion and contraction, delay-variation, elastic optical network,

multi-path routing, time-varying traffic

1. Introduction

Elastic optical networks (EONs), which employ optical-orthogonal frequency divi-

sion multiplexing (O-OFDM) technology, have been proposed to scale the demands by

efficiently utilizing the spectrum as they provide finer spectrum granularity and distance

adaptive modulation formatting. The spectrum of a link (or fiber) in EONs is divided

into small unit frequency slots (FSs) and the necessary amount of consecutive FSs are

assigned to support the request. Besides, more efficient spectrum allocation is achieved in

these networks due to flexible grid and elastic line rates providing finer granularity [1, 2].

EONs also provide a super-channel connectivity for accommodating ultra-high capac-

ity demands and a sub-wavelength granularity for low-rate transmissions [1, 2]. Hence,

O-OFDM can achieve subwavelength granularity, by using elastic bandwidth (BW) allo-

cation that manipulates the FSs. Specifically, a BW-variable O-OFDM transponder can

assign an appropriate number of FSs to serve a request using just-enough FSs.

In an optical network, each optical connection can be transmitted by an allocated

channel which consists a central frequency (CF) and a size. The size of the channel is

determined by the requested bit-rate, the modulation technique applied, the (fixed) slice

width and the guard band (GB) introduced to separate two spectrum adjacent connections,

among others. Due to the spectrum continuity constraint [1, 2], the routing and spectrum

assignment (RSA) has emerged as the essential problem for spectrum management on

EONs. A request requiring a certain capacity should be satisfied by assigning a number
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Fig. 1. (a) Multipath routing for R7 = (A,D,4), (b) spectrum allocation for lightpaths p1 and p2 [3].

of contiguous FSs. For a given request, the goal of the RSA problem is to find a lightpath

on the network and assign the number of required FSs.

1.1 Multipath Routing

Multi-path routing scheme has already demonstrated to improve network perfor-

mance in Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) networks [3]. For online provi-

sioning, it is difficult to serve certain large bandwidth requests with single-path routing

due to the bandwidth limitation, thus resulting in high request blocking probability [3,4].

The EON enables us to split a request’s traffic over multiple routing lightpaths without

causing significant bandwidth waste. In [5], Lu et al. proposed a dynamic multi-path

service-provisioning algorithm that is specifically designed for EONs and considers the

differential delay constraint. In Fig. 1(a), the request R7 = (A,D,4) between nodes A and

D required four FSs can be achieved by two lightpaths p1 and p2. The allocated FSs for

these lightpaths are shown in Fig. 1(b) [3]. If multipath routing were not allowed, the

request might be blocked.

In [4], Zhu et al. proposed two dynamic service provisioning algorithms that incor-

porate a hybrid single-/multi-path routing scheme. The routing model considered in [4]

using the routing, modulation level and spectrum assignment (RMSA) model, in which,

the routing path, the distance-adaptive modulation format and the allocated FSs of the

request should be determined accordingly.

1.2 Multipath Routing with Delay-variation Constraint

In [6], the virtual topology design (VTD) problem on EONs was considered. Given

the physical network and the traffic demand matrix, the goal of the VTD problem is to

find the routing paths and the allocated FSs of the demand of each pair of nodes such that

the total cost of transponders can be minimized. In [6], multipath routing was allowed

and the delay-variation constraint between lightpaths for same demand was considered.

The routing model considered in [6] is the RSA model, but with the delay-variation con-

straint. Two heuristic algorithms were proposed in [6], they are Minimum Delay Path

First (MDPF) and Maximal Allocates First (MAF).

1.3 Time-Varying Traffic

Several spectrum allocation schemes that change the bandwidth of connection dy-

namically have been studied in [7–11]. In [7] authors used two connections adjacent to

share the optical spectra. A general policy to allocate FSs to time-varying traffic was

presented in [8–11]. In [8], authors defined a general spectrum allocation framework

for time-varying traffic demands on EONs. They discerned three SA schemes (fixed,

semi-elastic, and elastic) of different levels of elasticity. For the elastic scheme, both the
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assigned CF and the size can be subject to change by performing Spectrum Expansion/-

Contraction (SEC) in each time interval. In [8, 9], simulations showed that the elastic

scheme with expansion/contraction can minimize the amount of unserved bit-rate. Since

the performance tradeoff of this scheme is low, spectrum Expansion/Contraction can be

considered as an attractive approach for elastic spectrum assignment.

In [12, 13], several SEC schemes are proposed. Furthermore, the EONs enable to

expand/contract slot width of channel [14]. Future EONs will change slot width accord-

ing to time-varying traffic by changing the number of FSs flexibility. In [15], the SEC

problem for the multipath routing scheme for RMSA model without delay-variation con-

straint on EONs was studied. In [16], authors studied the traffic grooming problem in

EONs for time-varying traffic. When a request arrives, the control plan determines how

to route the request through a combination of new lightpath and existing lightpath which

can accommodate the new request by allocating more subcarriers. In [16], the number of

allocated FSs of the existing lightpath was not changed.

1.4 Motivation and Contribution

In the paper, the elastic scheme is used, in which, both the CF and the size of the al-

located channel can be subject to change by performing Spectrum Expansion/Contraction

in each time interval. The Delay-Variation Constrained Spectrum Expansion/Contrac-

tion Problem (DVC-SECP) for multipath routing on EONs with time-varying traffic is

studied. In DVC-SECP, the new request is served by updating (deleting expanding or

contracting) currently deployed lightpaths which are found by performing the static algo-

rithms proposed in [6]. The RSA model is considered and the delay-variation constraint

is included to constrain the multipath routing, which is not considered in the SECP with

RMSA model [15]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that focuses on

the SECP for multipath routing and delay-variation constraint in EONs.

In this paper, several heuristic algorithms (Path-Removing, Expansion, Path Adding

and Contraction) are proposed to perform the traffic update. To select lightpaths for up-

dating, several path-selecting policies (PSPs) are designed for each algorithm. Two path

adding algorithms (PAAs) are proposed to find DVC-satisfy routing lightpaths. The per-

formance of the proposed algorithms is examined through simulations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2 the definition and

assumptions of the problem are given. In Section 3 the proposed algorithms are described

(includes SEC algorithm and the PSPs. Then, in Section 4, the performance of the pro-

posed methods is examined. The conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2. Problem Definition

In this paper, the DVC-SECP on EONs is studied. When a new request arrives, the

multipath RSA algorithm (MDPF or MAF in [6] is performed to find a set of lightpaths

which satisfies the delay-variation constraint and allocate required FSs to these lightpaths.

If the required FSs cannot be allocated or the DVC cannot be satisfied, then the request

is blocked. If the request is an adjusted request (that is, there exists one or several light-

paths with the same source and destination nodes), based on the selected SEC policy,

these lightpaths are adjusted. In this paper, both the CF and the size of each lightpath of

the current request can be adjusted (deleted, expanded or contracted). If the bandwidth

variation can be accommodated and the DVC can be satisfied, then the adjusted request is

accepted. Otherwise, the multipath RSA algorithm is performed to route the extra band-

width requirement (if needed).
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It is worth noting that the value of DVC of the adjusted request can be changed in

this paper. If the value of DVC increases, the currently deployed lightpaths still can be

used to route the request, the allocated resources are adjusted to meet the requirement.

Otherwise, some lightpaths should be deleted, some lightpaths should be contracted, or

some new lightpaths should be added to route the adjusted request. Consider the example

shown in Fig. 1(a), two lightpaths p1 and p2 with DVC 2.0 are used to route the request

R7(A,D,4FSs,2.0). The adjusted request R7(A,D,1FS,2.0) means that the bandwidth of

the request R7 is decreased from 4 to 1 FSs and DVC is unchanged. Thus, for the ad-

justed request, one of the lightpaths (p1 and p2) should be deleted and the other lightpath

should be contracted. For the adjusted request R7(A,D,5FSs,2.0), the bandwidth of the

request R7 is increased from 4 to 5 FSs. The bandwidth of one of the lightpaths should

be increased to route the request if possible. Obviously, only the allocated FSs of path p1

can be increased in Fig. 1(b).

In this paper, the DVC-SECP for multipath routing with time-varying traffic on

EONs is studied. For a given EON and a sequence of adjusted requests, the goal is

to add/delete/expand/contract lightpaths and assigned suitable channels to the lightpaths

to meet the traffic requirement and delay-variation constraint such that the performance

measure can be optimized. In the following, the assumptions, constraints, notations, and

definitions of the studied problem are given.

2.1 Assumptions

The assumptions of the DVC-SECP on EONs are given as follows. (1) For each

link, there is a fiber connecting the end-nodes and signal can be transmitted bidirection-

ally. (2) All nodes in the network are equipped with bandwidth variable wavelength

cross-connects [1, 2]. (3) For simplicity, the numbers of FSs provided by fibers are all

equal. (4) The bandwidth requirement between nodes can be transmitted by using multi-

ple lightpaths with same or different routes and numbers of FSs. (5) A guard band (GB)

should be allocated between two lightpaths. (6) The number of FSs that a transceiver or

switching node can support should be less than or equal to F .

Four constraints are considered in this paper, they are spectrum continuity constraint,

subcarrier consecutiveness constraint, delay variation constraint, and non-overlapping

spectrum constraint. Due to space limitation, the definition of these constraints can be

found in [6].

2.2 Notations

In this subsection, the notations used in the paper are defined. The physical topology

of the network is denoted as G = (V,E,delay), where V = {v1, v2,...,vn} is the set of

nodes (|V | = n), E = {e1,e2, ...,em} is the set of links (|E| = m), and delay(el) is delay

of the link el ∈ E . The request is defined as r = (s,d,Tsd ,∆sd), where s ∈ V and d ∈V is

the source and destination node of the request, respectively. Tsd is the required bandwidth

(Gb/s) and ∆sd is the maximum delay variation of the lightpaths between nodes s and d.

PS = {(pi,Ci,delay(pi))|i = 1,2, ..., |PS|} is the set of current lightpaths used to support

the original request r = (s,d, Tsd , ∆sd), where Ci is the number of FSs provided by the

lightpath pi, and delay(pi)=∑∀el∈pi
delay(el) is the delay of the lightpath pi. Let MXD=

max{delay(pi),∀pi ∈ PS}, MID = min{delay(pi),∀pi ∈ PS} and MXD−MID ≤ ∆sd .

Ctotal = ∑∀pi∈PS Ci is the total number of allocated FSs of the set PS of lightpaths, and

Ctotal ×C f ≥ Tsd , where C f is the bandwidth provided by a single FS. Let rnew = (s,d,

T new
sd , ∆new

sd ) be the new request and B be the number of FSs provided with each link of the

network.
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of SEC Algorithm.

If the request can be supported by a single lightpath, the minimal required number

of FSs can be computed by ⌈Tsd/C f ⌉ plus a guard band (GB). That is, if ⌈Tsd/C f ⌉ less

than or equal to F , then the number of required GB is equal to 1. If ⌈Tsd/C f ⌉ is greater

than the upper bound F , or a block ⌈Tsd/C f ⌉ of continuous FSs cannot be allocated on

all links of the selected lightpath, the demand Tsd should be supported by establishing

multiple lightpaths. In this case, more GBs will be introduced and the delay variation

between established lightpaths should be satisfied. The minimal required number (Nsd) of

FSs for the demand Tsd by using multipath routing can be computed by Nsd =
⌈

Tsd/C f

⌉

+
⌈

⌈Tsd/C f ⌉/F
⌉

×GB.
For a lightpath request r = (s,d,Tsd ,∆sd), the MAF algorithm proposed in [6]

with online path computation is used to determine a set of routing paths PS={pi|i =
1,2, ..., |PS|} with DVC to serve the request. Note that, for different iteration, the routing

paths can be identical, but since their spectrum allocations are not contiguous, more than

one set of O-OFDM transceivers (TRs) are required.

3. Proposed Algorithms

It is important to note that the value of DVC of an adjusted request may change,

so that the currently routed lightpaths may not satisfy the DVC. In this situation, those

lightpaths, which violate the DVC, should be deleted, and then, some new DVC-satisfied

lightpaths may be added to fulfill the bandwidth requirement. In this section, proposed

SEC algorithm which consists of several algorithms are proposed to do the SEC operation

and described in the following subsections.

3.1 SEC Algorithm

The flowchart of the SEC Algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. When a request arrives,

if it is a new request, then the MAF algorithm is performed to find a set of lightpaths

to route the request. If it is an adjusted request, the delay-variation constraint of the

currently deployed set PS of lightpaths should be checked in the initial step. For the new

request rnew = (s,d, T new
sd , ∆new

sd ), if ∆new
s,d ≥ MXD−MID then all paths in PS satisfy the

delay-variation constraint. If ∆new
s,d < MXD−MID, then some lightpaths in PS should be
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deleted to satisfy the DVC by performing the Path Removing Algorithm described in

Algorithm 2. After performing the Path Removing Algorithm, let Ctotal = ∑∀pi∈PS Ci be

the total allocated FSs of the request and T ′ =Ctotal ×C f be the total bandwidth provided

by the current set PS of paths.

It is worth noting that, the total bandwidth provided by the current set of lightpaths

is greater or equal to the originally required bandwidth Tsd . Since the minimal unit of

bandwidth allocation is a single FS and the smallest bandwidth provided with a slot is

C f . If T ′−C f < T new
sd ≤ T ′ then there is no need to perform expansion or contraction. If

T new
sd > T ′ then the Expansion Algorithm should be performed. If T new

sd ≤ T ′−C f then

the Contraction Algorithm should be performed.

In this Expansion Algorithm, the allocated FSs of current lightpaths are expanded

first, if possible. If the required bandwidth cannot be fully supported, a set of new light-

paths is added to route the lack of bandwidth by performing the Path Adding Algorithm

(PAA). Two types of PAAs are proposed, they are PAA without deletion and PAA with

deletion. (1) In PAA without deletion, all currently deployed lightpaths are not deleted in

the path-adding process. (2) In PAA with deletion, if new lightpaths cannot be added due

to the DVC, then some currently deployed lightpaths may be deleted and new lightpaths

are found again to satisfy the constraint. If new lightpaths cannot be found to support the

bandwidth, then the request is blocked.

When the bandwidth of the request decreases (T new
sd ≤ T ′ −C f ), the bandwidth of

the currently allocated lightpaths may be decreased or lightpaths may be deleted by per-

forming the Contraction Algorithm. The outline of the SEC Algorithm is described in

Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 SEC Algorithm

1: Input: G(V,E,delay), PS = {(pi,Ci,delay(pi))|i = 1,2, ..., |PS|}, r = (s,d,Tsd ,∆sd ), rnew = (s,d,T new
sd ,∆new

sd ), path-

selecting policy (PSP);

2: Output: PS;

3: if (rnew = (s,d,T new
sd ,∆new

sd ) is a new request) then

4: Perform the MAF algorithm to find a set PS of lightpaths to route the request.

5: If (PS can be found) then return PS; else block the request;

6: else

7: compute MXD and MID of the PS;

8: if (∆new
sd < MXD−MID) then

9: Perform Path Removing Algorithm to remove paths in PS which violates the DVC according to the PSP.

10: Calculate the total bandwidth provided by the set PS of current lightpaths T ′ =C f ×∑∀pi∈PS Ci.

11: if (T new
sd > T ′) then

12: Perform Expansion Algorithm.

13: if (success) then return PS; else Block the request.

14: else if (T new
sd ≤ T ′−C f ) then

15: Perform Contraction Algorithm to remove paths in PS according to the PSP and return PS.

16: else

17: return PS.

18: end if

19: end if

3.2 Path Removing Algorithm

When the delay-variation constraint decreases and ∆new
sd < MXD−MID, currently

allocated lightpaths should be updated by removing some lightpaths to satisfy the DVC.

Therefore, the path-selection policies (PSPs) should be designed to select the currently

allocated lightpaths for SEC operation (expansion, contraction or deletion). The priority

or sequence of the selected paths can be determined by the PSPs. Two PSPs of Path Re-

moving Algorithm are used. (1) Maximum delay first (MaxDF): the path with maximum

delay is selected and removed. (2) Minimum delay first (MinDF): the path with mini-

mum delay is selected and removed. For the case that there are several lightpaths with
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the same delay violate DVC, if selected the maximum or minimum delay, all lightpaths

with the same delay should be removed. The details of the Path Removing Algorithm are

described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Path Removing Algorithm

1: Input: G(V,E,delay), PS = {pi,Ci,delay(pi)|i = 1,2, ..., |PS|}, r = (s,d,T new
sd ,∆new

sd ), r = (s,d,Tsd ,∆sd ), path-selecting

policy (PSP), MXD, MID;

2: Output: PS;

3: while (∆new
sd < MXD−MID) do

4: Select a path p in PS with the highest priority according to the PSP.

5: Remove all paths in PS which have the same delay as the selected lightpath p, restore network resources possessed by

these lightpaths, and update MXD and MID.

6: end while

7: return PS.

3.3 Expansion Algorithm

When the bandwidth of the request increases, the bandwidth of currently allocated

lightpaths should be increased or one (or several) new lightpath(s) with the required num-

ber of FSs should be added. First Let CP be the set of candidate paths and CP = PS.

Based on the path-selecting policy, a lightpath p in CP is selected to expand. If the se-

lected path p cannot be expanded further, then it was removed from CP. Otherwise, the

maximal number Ce
p (Cp+Ce

p ≤ F) of FSs can be expanded for the path p is found, where

F is the maximum number of FSs supported by a lightpath. Let Cr = ⌈(T new
sd −T ′)/C f ⌉

be the required number of FSs of the path p and Cp be the number of current allocated

FSs. The actual expanded number of FSs is determined by Cx
e = min{Ce

p,Cr}.

If there is no path p ∈ PS can be expanded, then the unsupported bandwidth will

be supported by new lightpaths found by performing the Path Adding Algorithm, if

possible. The details of the Expansion Algorithm are described in Algorithm 3. Four

PSPs for Expansion Algorithm are used. (1) Maximal Weight First (MaxWF): the path

in PS with maximal weight is selected first, the weight of the path is computed by the

(n− hop(p))×Cx
e , where hop(p) of is the hop of the path p. (2) Minimal Weight First

(MinWF): the path in PS with minimal weight is selected first, the weight of the path is

computed by the hop(p)×Cx
e . (3) Minimal Delay First (MinDF): the path in PS with

minimal delay is selected first. (4) Maximal Delay First (MaxDF): the path in PS with

maximal delay is selected first.

3.4 Path Adding Algorithm

In the Path Adding Algorithm (PAA), some new lightpaths are added to support

the lack of bandwidth of the request. Two types of PAA (without or with deletion) are

proposed and described in this subsection.

3.4.1 PAA without deletion

In the PAA without deletion, all currently deployed paths in PS are kept. It is worth

noting that the current paths in PS can be selected again and added to PS with different

FS index since these paths satisfy the DVC.

If all new paths are selected from the set with a delay within [MXD−∆new
sd , MXD],

they can be added to PS and satisfy the DVC. Moreover, the set of paths with a delay

within [MID, MID+∆new
sd ] has the same property. Therefore, a set Psd of candidate paths

with a delay within [MXD− ∆new
sd , MID + ∆new

sd ] are constructed. Then, the set Psd is

divided into two disjoint sets P1
sd and P2

sd , where P1
sd contains paths in Psd with a delay

within [MID,MXD] and P2
sd = Psd \P1

sd. Paths in P1
sd can be added to PS without violating
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Algorithm 3 Expansion Algorithm

1: Input: G(V,E,delay), PS = {(pi,Ci,delay(pi))|i = 1,2, ..., |PS|}, r = (s,d,T new
sd ,∆new

sd ), path-selecting policy (PSP);

2: Output: PSnew ;

3: MXD = max∀pi∈PS{delay(pi)}, MID = min∀pi∈PS{delay(pi)}, T ′ =C f ×Ctotal , Pt = /0, CP = PS;

4: while ((T new
sd > T ′) and (CP 6= /0)) do

5: Let Cr = ⌈(T new
sd −T ′)/C f ⌉ and select a path p in CP with highest priority according to the PSP.

6: Find the maximal number Ce
p (Ce

p +Cp ≤ F) of expandable FSs for the selected path p.

7: if (Ce
p > 0) then

8: Temporarily allocate Cx
e = min{Ce

p,Cr} FSs to the path p. Update T ′ = T ′ +Cx
e ×C f , path p and add path p to Pt .

9: else

10: Remove path p from CP.

11: end if

12: end while

13: if (T new
sd > T ′) then

14: Perform Path Adding Algorithm to find a set of new paths PA to route the remaining required bandwidth.

15: if (set PA cannot be found) then

16: Release all temporary allocation of lightpaths and return false and PS.

17: else

18: Allocate FSs to the paths in Pt ∪PA, update PS by expanding paths in Pt and return success and PS∪PA.

19: end if

20: else

21: Allocate FSs to the paths in Pt , update PS by expanding paths in Pt and return success and PS.

22: end if

Fig. 3. Example of PAA.

the DVC. Consider the example shown in Fig. 3, ∆sd = 5, the set of candidate paths Psd is

{p5, p6, p7, p8}, P1
sd = {p6, p7} and P2

sd = {p5, p8}. Paths in set P1
sd ∪PS can be selected

as new paths and satisfy the DVC. First, the path p in P1
sd ∪PS is selected according to

the PSP. Then, the maximal allocatable FSs Cp for the path p is found. If the path p can

be allocated (Cp > 0), then the maximal possible number of FSs (Ce
p = min{F,Cp,Cr}) is

allocated, where Cr = ⌈(T new
sd −T ′)/C f ⌉. If the required bandwidth cannot be satisfied,

then the path-selecting process is repeated until no path in P1
sd ∪PS can be selected.

Each path p in P2
sd has the property that either delay(p)> MXD or delay(p)<MID.

If set P1
sd cannot be used to find new paths, the set P2

sd is used as the candidate set of paths.

For the path p ∈ P2
sd , we define CD(p) = min{|delay(p)−MXD|, |delay(p)−MID|},

which is the delay that the difference MXD−MID will increase, if the path p is selected

and added to PS. The path p in P2
sd with minimal CD(p) is selected and examined first.

Consider, the example shown in Fig. 4(a), {p1, p2, p3} is the set P2
sd and these paths

are listed increasingly according to the CD(p). The path p1 is the first selected path. After

adding the path p1 to PS, the MXD of PS should be updated, and if the path p1 cannot be

allocated again, then the set P2
sd is updated and sorted as {p3, p2} (as shown in Fig. 4(b)).

That is, p3 is the next selected path if needed. If the selected path p cannot be added

to PS due to violating the DVC, then the request is blocked. Otherwise, the maximal

allocatable FSs (Cp) for the path p is found and Cx
p = min{F,Cp,Cr} FSs are allocated.

If the required bandwidth cannot be satisfied, then the path-selecting process is repeated

until no path in P2
sd can be selected. The details of the Path Adding Algorithm (without

deletion) are described in Algorithm 4.
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Fig. 4. Example of PAA without deletion for paths in P2
sd .

Algorithm 4 Path Adding Algorithm (without deletion)

1: Input: G(V,E,delay), PS = {(pi,Ci,delay(pi))|i = 1,2, ..., |PS|}, r = (s,d,Tsd ,∆sd ); rnew = (s,d,T new
sd ,∆new

sd );

2: Output: PSnew ;

3: MXD = max∀pi∈PS{delay(pi)}, MID = min∀pi∈PS{delay(pi)}.

4: Find the set Psd of lightpaths with a delay within [MXD−∆new
sd ,MID+∆new

sd ]. Divide the set Psd into two disjoint sets P1
sd

and P2
sd , where P1

sd contains those paths in Psd with a delay within [MID,MXD] and P2
sd = Psd \P2

sd .

5: PSnew = /0 and CP = PS
⋃

P1
sd ;

6: while ((T new
sd > T ′) and (CP 6= /0)) do

7: Select a path p in CP with highest priority according to the PSP.

8: Determine the maximal number of FSs (Cp) can be allocated, compute Cr = ⌈(T new
sd −T ′)/C f ⌉ and Cx

p =min{F,Cp,Cr}.

9: if (there is free FSs for the selected path p i.e., Cx
p > 0) then

10: Add the lightpath p to PSnew and PS and temporarily allocate Cx
p FSs to the path p, update T ′ and Cr .

11: else

12: Remove path p from CP.

13: end if

14: end while

15: while ((T new
sd > T ′) and (P2

sd 6= /0)) do

16: For each path p ∈ P2
sd , compute CD(p) = min{|delay(p)−MXD|, |delay(p)−MID|}.

17: Sort paths in P2
sd in increasing order according to CD(p) and select a path p in P2

sd .

18: if (adding path p to PSnew can satisfy the delay-variation constraint) then

19: Determine the maximal number of FSs Cp can be allocated, Cr = ⌈(T new
sd −T ′)/C f ⌉ and Cx

p = min{F,Cp,Cr}.

20: if (Cx
p > 0) then

21: Add p to PSnew and PS, update MXD, MID, and temporarily allocate Cx
p FSs to p, update T ′ and Cr.

22: else

23: Remove path p from P2
sd .

24: end if

25: else

26: break;

27: end if

28: end while

29: if (T new
sd > T ′) then restore all resources of paths in PSnew, return false and PS \PSnew; else allocate resources for paths in

PSnew , return success and PS.

3.4.2 PAA with deletion

In the PAA with deletion, currently deployed paths in PS may be deleted during

the path adding process. A set Psd , which includes the candidate paths from source s to

destination d, is found. Then, three subsets PA
sd , PB

sd and PC
sd are constructed from Psd .

The path in PA
sd is with a delay within [MIN, MXD]. The path in PB

sd is with a delay less

than MID, and the path in PC
sd is with a delay greater than MXD. Consider the example

shown in Fig. 3, if the value of ∆sd is changed to 4 and the set of candidate paths is {p5,

p6, p7, p8}, then we have PA
sd = {p6, p7}, PB

sd = {p5} and PC
sd = {p8}. These sets are

used as the candidate sets for adding new lightpaths. Let PSnew be the set of paths which

have been selected as the new lightpaths for routing the demand of nodes s and d. The

examining sequence of these sets are PA
sd ∪PS, PB

sd and PC
sd . After considering the PC

sd , if

the requirement cannot be satisfied, then the request will be blocked. For the candidate

set PA
sd , the process is completely the same as the process in Algorithm 4 (steps 6–17) for

the candidate set P1
sd .

When the bandwidth requirement cannot be satisfied during considering the set PB
sd ,

the maximum delay path p in PB
sd is checked whether it can be added to PS, can satisfy the

DVC (i.e., MXD− delay(p)≤ ∆new
sd ) and can be allocated to the current network. If the
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Fig. 5. (a) COST239 network, (b) NSFNET network.

path p can be allocated, the path p is added to the set PSnew and PS, and the demand Cr is

updated by subtracting and allocating Cx
p = min{F,Cp,Cr} FSs for the path temporarily.

Then, the current network G and bandwidth T ′ are updated accordingly. If T new
sd ≤ T ′,

then the set PS is returned; otherwise, the path adding process is repeated.

If path p cannot be added to PS due to the DVC cannot be satisfied, then those paths

p′ in PSnew with delay(p′) > ∆new
sd − delay(p) are removed from PS and PSnew. Then,

the network is updated by restoring the FSs allocated to those paths p′ and the value of

T ′ and Cr is restored by adding the demand allocated on the selected paths. Moreover,

those paths whose delay are greater than delay(p′) are removed from the candidate set

PB
sd , since these paths cannot be selected as the lightpaths. The values of MXD of PS are

also updated accordingly. If T new
sd ≤ T ′, then the set PS is returned; otherwise, the path

adding process is repeated.

The set PC
sd is processed similarly, except for the order of the path is increasing or-

der according to the delay of the path. The details of the Path Adding Algorithm (with

deletion) are described in Algorithm 5.

3.5 Contraction Algorithm

When the bandwidth of the request decreases, the bandwidth of currently allocated

lightpaths should be decreased or a (or several) lightpath(s) should be removed. In this

case, the new DVC is greater than or equal to the original DVC; so that, after removing

paths or contracting paths, the remaining paths still satisfy the DVC. The contraction

process is repeated until the bandwidth requirement is satisfied.

Two possible actions can be applied for the contraction: lightpath deletion or light-

path contraction. For each option, there are many choices and the PSP should be designed

to make the selection. Based on the PSP, a lightpath p in PS is selected to contract. Four

PSPs for Contraction Algorithm are used: (1) Maximal Weighted path First (MaxWF):

the path with maximal weight is selected first, the weight of the path p is defined as

FS(p)× hop(p), where FS(p) is the number of FSs allocated on the path p. (2) Minimal

Weighted path First (MinWF): the path with minimal weight is selected first, the weight

of the path p is defined as FS(p)× (n− hop(p)), where FS(p) is the number of FSs al-

located on the path p. When two paths have the same number of allocated FSs, the path

with greater hop is selected first. (3) Minimal Delay First (MinDF): the path in PS with

minimal delay is selected first. (4) Maximal Delay First (MaxDF): the path in PS with

maximal delay is selected first. The details of the Contraction Algorithm are described in

Algorithm 6.
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Algorithm 5 Path Adding Algorithm (with deletion)

1: Input: G(V,E,delay), PS = {(pi,Ci,delay(pi))|i = 1,2, ..., |PS|}, r = (s,d,Tsd ,∆sd ), rnew = (s,d,T new
sd ,∆new

sd );

2: Output: PSnew ;

3: MXD = max∀pi∈PS{delay(pi)}, MID = min∀pi∈PS{delay(pi)}, find the set PA
sd of paths with delay within [MID,MXD].

4: PSnew = /0, CP = PS
⋃

PA
sd ;

5: while ((T new
sd > T ′) and (CP 6= /0)) do

6: Select a path p in CP with highest priority according to the PSP.

7: Determine the maximal number of FSs Cp can be allocated, compute Cx
p = min{F,Cp,Cr} and Cr = ⌈(T new

sd −T ′)/C f ⌉;

8: if (Cx
p > 0) then

9: Add the lightpath p to PSnew and PS and temporarily allocate Cx
p FSs to the path p and update T ′ and Cr .

10: else

11: Remove path p from CP.

12: end if

13: end while

14: if (T new
sd ≤ T ′) then return PS and allocate FSs to paths in PSnew .

15: Construct sets PB
sd and PC

sd , paths in PB
sd and PC

sd are sorted in decreasing order according to delay of paths.

16: while ((T new
sd > T ′) and (PB

sd 6= /0)) do

17: Select a path p from PB
sd and find the maximal number Cp of allocatable FSs on G.

18: if (Cp == 0) then

19: Remove path p from PB
sd .

20: else

21: if (add path p to PS can satisfy DVC) then

22: Compute Cx
p = min{F,Cp,Cr} and temporarily allocate Cx

p FSs on the path p.

23: Add path p to PSnew and PS, update T ′ , G, MXD, MID and Cr.

24: else

25: Release resources of p′ ∈ PS and PSnew, which violates DVC after adding path p (delay(p′)−delay(p)> ∆new
sd ).

26: Restore T ′ from p′ , allocate Cx
p FSs to p, add path p to PSnew and PS, update T ′, G, MAD, MID and Cr.

27: end if

28: end if

29: end while

30: if (T new
sd ≤ T ′) then

31: return PS and allocate FSs to paths in PSnew.

32: end if

33: while ((T new
sd > T ′) and (PC

sd 6= /0)) do

34: Select a path p from PC
sd and find the maximal number Cp of allocatable FSs on G.

35: if (Cp == 0) then

36: Remove path p from PC
sd .

37: else

38: if (add path p to PS can satisfy DVC) then

39: Compute Cx
p = min{F,Cp,Cr} and temporarily allocate Cx

p FSs on the path p.

40: Add path p to to PSnew and PS, update T ′ , G, MXD, MID, Cr.

41: else

42: Release resources of p′ ∈ PSnew and PS, which violates DVC after adding path p (delay(p)−delay(p′)> ∆new
sd ).

43: Restore the T ′ from path p′ and temporarily allocate Cx
p = min{F,Cp,Cr} FSs on the path p.

44: Add path p to to PSnew and PS, update T ′ , G, MAD, MID and Cr .

45: end if

46: end if

47: end while

48: if (T new
sd > T ′) then

49: Restore all temporarily allocated resources, and return false and PS \PSnew.

50: else

51: return PS and the allocated FSs to all paths in PSnew.

52: end if

Algorithm 6 Contraction Algorithm

1: Input: G(V,E,delay), PS = {pi,Ci,delay(pi)|i = 1,2, ...,z}, r = (s,d,T new
sd ,∆new

sd ), path-selecting policy (PSP);

2: Output: PS;

3: Calculate the total bandwidth provided by the set of current lightpaths T ′ =C f ×∑∀pi∈PS Ci.

4: if (T new
sd == 0) then

5: Remove all lightpaths in PS, restore network resources of lightpaths and return PS = /0.

6: end if

7: while (T new
sd −T ′ ≥C f ) do

8: Select a path p in PS with highest priority according to the PSP.

9: Find the number of allocated FSs Cp of the selected lightpath p and compute Cc = ⌊(T new
sd −T ′)/C f ⌋;

10: if (Cp ≤Cc) then

11: Remove lightpath p from PS and release resources of lightpath p and update T ′ = T ′−C f ×Cp;

12: else

13: Reduce the number of allocated FSs of p to Cp −Cc , update T ′ = T ′ −C f ×Cc .

14: end if

15: end while

16: return PS.
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4. Simulation Results

The proposed algorithms were coded by using C++ programming language. All sim-

ulations were run on a notebook computer with Intel Core i7-4710HQ CPU 2.5GHz, 16.0

GB RAM and with Windows 10 pro 64-bit operating system. Two topologies (COST239

and NSFNET showed in Fig. 5) were used for simulations, the number nears the link rep-

resents the delay of the link and the unit of it is a millisecond. The average delay of a pair

of nodes on COST239 and NSFNET is 1.06 and 3.82 seconds, respectively. The initial

traffic was randomly generated for all possible pairs of nodes and the maximal DVC of

it is 2.8 seconds. The lightpaths of the initial traffic were established by performing the

DVC-satisfy multipath routing MAF algorithm proposed in [6].

The adjusted traffic is randomly generated for all possible pairs of nodes with equal

probability, the number of required FSs of the request is within [0, 40]. The arrival of

an adjusted request to the network follows the Poisson distribution with a mean value

of λ requests per unit time, the connection-holding time obeys the negative exponential

distribution with a mean value of 1/µ and 4000 adjusted requests are randomly gener-

ated. These requests are simulated for each algorithm for several different network loads.

The network load is given as λ/µ Erlangs (λ/µ in {400, 800, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800,

2000, 2200, 2400}). For each fiber, 100 and 120 FSs are provided by the COST239 and

NSFNET network, respectively. The maximal DVC of adjusted requests is in {5, 6, 7, 8,

9}. Several performance criteria are considered in this paper, they are: (1) Blocking Ratio

(BR): BR is defined as the ratio of blocked adjusted requests versus the total number of

adjusted requests, (2) the average number of TRs of request: this is the average number of

used TRs (which is propositional to the number of used GBs) for all active requests and

(3) computation time.

4.1 Performance of PSP

In this subsection, the performance of the PSP is examined. The PSPs proposed

in Section 3 for the path removing, expansion and contraction algorithms are compared

through simulations. The simulation network is the COST239 network. For these PSPs,

the simulation results for different network loads (in Erlang) of adjusted requests are

shown in Fig. 6. In these simulations, the maximal number of FSs (F) can be transmitted

by a TR is set to 4 and the maximal DVC of the adjusted request is set to 6 seconds.

In most of the cases, the computation time for these PSPs has no significant dif-

ference, only the results for BR and the number of used TRs are shown here. For the

simulation of the path removing algorithm (shown in Figs. 6(a) and(d)), the PSPs of ex-

pansion and contraction algorithms are not changed and set as the MinDF. In Fig. 6(a), the

MaxDF scheme can get a lower BR than that of the MinDF. This may be the reason that

keeps the delay of paths in current set PS lower may have a better chance to find routing

paths and network resources for the adjusted request. In Fig. 6(d), the MaxDF scheme

can use a less number of TRs than that of the MinDF.

For the simulation of the expansion algorithm (shown in Figs. 6(b) and(e)), the PSPs

of path removing and contraction algorithms are not changed and set as the MaxDF and

MinDF, respectively. In Fig. 6(b), the MaxDF scheme can get a lower BR than that of the

other methods. This may be the reason that adding the path with greater delay of paths

in the candidate set to the PS may have a better chance to find routing paths and network

resources for the expanded request. In Fig. 6(e), the MinDF scheme can use a less number

of TRs than that of the other methods.

For the simulation of the contraction algorithm (shown in Fig. 6(c)), the MaxWF
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Fig. 6. Simulation results for the PSPs on COST239 network of the (a)(d) path removing algorithm,

(b)(e) expansion algorithm, (c)(f) contraction algorithm.

method can get a lower BR on the network than that of the other methods. This may

be the reason that releasing (or contracting) the path with greater weight (computed by

hop(p)× the number of allocated FSs) in PS may release resources holding by the path

with greater hops, so that it can reduce the resource usage and has a better chance to route

subsequent requests successfully. The MinWF can use a less average number of TRs than

that of the other methods (shown in Fig. 6(f)). Since the path with small allocated FSs

can be released so that the number of used TRs and GBs can be reduced.

4.2 Comparisons

To know the performance of the SEC operation, an algorithm denoted as ‘release-

and-add’ was implemented for comparison. In the release-and-add method, for each ad-

justed request, first, the currently established lightpaths and the allocated resources for

the original request are released; and then a set of new lightpaths are re-established by

performing the MAF algorithm if needed.

For the COST239 network with 100 FSs, for different network load, the simulation

results are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) shows that the PAA with deletion method can get a

lower BR than that of the PAA without deletion and release-and-add methods. Since the

PAA with deletion method can search more candidate paths to meet the DVC but with the

cost of computation time. The value of BR increases as the network load increases. For

the average number of used TRs, Fig. 7(b) shows that the release-and-add uses more TRs

than other methods. Since the release-and-add method may establish more lightpaths with

less number of FSs to meet the bandwidth requirement, result in using more TRs and GBs.

Fig. 7(c) shows that the release-and-add method is the quickest method. This may be the

reason that the release-and-add method simply released all currently deployed lightpaths

and find a set of new lightpaths, it can be performed quickly. Fig. 7(c) also shows that

the PAA without deletion is faster than the PAA with deletion. This may be the reason

that in the PAA with deletion, more lightpaths and processes are considered than the PAA
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Fig. 7. Simulation results on COST239 network with 100 FSs (a) BR, (b) average number of TRs,

(c) CPU time in seconds, simulation results on NSFNET network (d) BR, (e) average number of

TRs, (f) CPU time in seconds.

without deletion. The CPU time also increases as the network load increases for these

algorithms. The similar results for the NSFNET network with 120 FSs can be found in

Figs. 7(d)–(f).

For the network at a load of 2000 Erlangs, different maximal DVCs in {5, 6, 7, 8,

9} of adjusted requests, the simulation results on the COST239 network with 100 FSs

per link are shown in Figs. 8(a)–(c). For the network at a load of 800 Erlangs, different

maximal DVCs in {5, 6, 7, 8, 9} of adjusted requests, the simulation results for NSFNET

network with 120 FSs per link are shown in Figs. 8(d)–(f). Figs. 8(a) and (d) show that the

PAA with deletion can get a lower BR than that of the PAA without deletion and release-

and-add methods. In the path-adding, the PAA with deletion is more flexible than the PAA

without deletion and can use spectrum more efficient than the release-and-add method.

The results show that as the value of DVC increases, the value of BR decreases since it

is easier to find constraint-satisfied routing lightpaths. Moreover, the COST239 network

is denser than the NSFNET network, for the same network load, the BR on COST239

network is less than that on the NSFNET network. The difference of BR of PAAs and

release-and-add is about 30% on the COST239 network and it is higher than that of the

NSFNET network (about 15%). For the average number of used TRs, Figs. 8(b) and (d)

show that the PAA with deletion uses a less number of TRs than other methods. Figs. 8(c)

and (f) show that the release-and-add method is the fastest one and the PAA with deletion

is the slowest one.

For the network at a load of 2000 Erlangs, maximal DVC 6, for different values of

F in {4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 100}, the simulation results for COST239 with 100 FSs per

link are shown in Figs. 9(a)–(c). For the network at a load of 800 Erlangs, the simulation

results for NSFNET with 120 FSs per link are shown in Figs. 9(d)–(f). The F is set to

100 for the COST239 network (or 120 for the NSFNET network) means that there is no

restriction on the maximal number of FSs for a transceiver (or a single lightpath). In
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Fig. 8. Simulation results for COST239 network with 100 FSs (a) BR, (b) average number of TRs,

(c) CPU time in seconds, simulation results for NSFNET network (d) BR, (e) average number of

TRs, (f) CPU time in seconds.

this case, if there are available FSs for the request, the request will be routed by a single

lightpath and the numbers of GBs and used TRs can be reduced. The adjusted request is

blocked may due to delay-variation constraint or lack of network resources. As the value

of F increases, the value of BR decreases in both networks (shown in Figs. 9(a) and (d)).

This may be the reason that lightpaths with more FSs can be found to route the request

so that the number of GBs can be reduced. Figs. 9(a) and (d) show that the PAA with

deletion can get a lower BR than that of the other methods. For the average number of

used TRs, Figs. 9(b) and (e) show that the PAA with deletion uses a less number of TRs

than that of the other methods. The release-and-add method is the worst one. Figs. 9(c)

and (f) show that the release-and-add method is the fastest one and the PAA with deletion

is the slowest one.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the delay-variation constrained spectrum expansion and contraction

problem for multipath routing with time-varying traffic on EONs has been studied. For a

given EON and a set of requests, the goal is to design a spectrum expansion and contrac-

tion method to update the CF and the channel size of the lightpath to fit the required of

the request. In the studied problem, the multiple-path routing scheme is used.

In this paper, several heuristic algorithms (Path-Removing, Expansion, Path Adding

and Contraction) were proposed to perform the traffic update. To select lightpaths for

updating in multipath routing scheme, several path-selecting policies (PSPs) are designed

for each algorithm. Two path adding algorithms (PAAs) are proposed to find DVC-satisfy

routing lightpaths. The simulations show that the PAA with deletion can get the lowest

BR than other methods. Compare to the release-and-add method, it can reduce BR about

7%.
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Fig. 9. Simulation results for COST239 network with 100 FSs (a) BR, (b) average number of TRs,

(c) CPU time in seconds, simulation results for NSFNET network (d) BR, (e) average number of

TRs, (f) CPU time in seconds.
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